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Abstract
The imaging quality of Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is not just limited by the MPI system but also by the
quality of available tracers. The tracer quality can be improved by optimizing the shape, core size and shell of the
nanoparticles. However, such a defined synthesis is quite challenging. Biogenic magnetic nanoparticles, so-called
magnetosomes, synthesized by magnetotoactic bacteria, might provide a promising alternative. In this study,
magnetosomes isolated from different Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense mutant strains biomineralizing particles
with varying core diameters were investigated with regard to their usability as tracers for MPI.

I. Introduction

Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is a new radiation-
free tomographic imaging method with superior tem-
poral resolution compared to other conventional imag-
ing methods [1]. As a tracer-based imaging modal-
ity, the imaging process of MPI relies on the nonlin-
ear magnetization response of the tracer materials to
time varying magnetic fields. Therefore, imaging perfor-
mance critically depends on the physical parameters of
the tracer particles like, for example, the material and
structure of the crystal but also its shape and size [2].
In theory, a magnetic core diameter of approx. 25 to
28 nm with a high magnetic moment within a single mag-
netic domain particle is desirable [2]. However, the abi-
otic synthesis of such optimized particles depends on
a wide range of parameters and is therefore quite chal-

lenging. A promising alternative tracer “material” are
magnetosomes [3, 4], biogenic magnetic nanoparticles
biosynthesized by magnetotactic bacteria (MTB). In the
model MTB Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense, magne-
tosomes consist of a cuboctahedral magnetite core that
is surrounded by a biological membrane of phospho-
lipids and a set of>30 magnetosome-specific proteins [5].
These proteins fulfill essential functions in magnetite
biomineralization [6] and thereby enable the controlled
synthesis of particles of 35 to 40 nm in diameter that are
characterized by a high crystallinity, strong magnetiza-
tion and a narrow particle size distribution (Gaussian to
logarithmic-normal size distribution [3]) that can only
hardly be achieved by chemical synthesis. Even more in-
terestingly, modification of magnetosome-related genes
by synthetic biology approaches enables the biosynthe-
sis of size-adjusted magnetite crystals [6]with different
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magnetic properties [7, 8].
In this work, we investigated different (engineered) mag-
netosomes as improved imaging agents for MPI. For this
purpose, we isolated particles from the wildtype (WT)
as well as seven different M. gryphiswaldense deletion
strains with core diameters in the size range from 20 to
40 nm. After analyzing the size distribution by transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM), we used magnetic par-
ticle spectroscopy (MPS) to identify particle “candidates”
with promising 1D-signal responses compared to the
standard tracer perimag. Our results show that certain
mutant magnetosomes of types∆feoAB1,∆feoAB12 and
∆Fe4 resulted in significantly improved MPS signals, and
therefore, enhanced MPI signals.

II. Methods and materials

Bacterial strains and cultivation conditions. For the
production of size-adjusted magnetosome samples, ge-
netically modified M. gryphiswaldense strains∆mamR,
∆mamF, ∆mamF/mmsF (each from [6]), ∆mamJ [9],
and∆feoAB1 [8]were used. Additionally, we generated a
feoAB12 double mutant by deletion of the feoAB2 genes
within the∆feoAB1 strain using a previously published
galK -based counterselection method [10].

Bacterial strains (M. gryphiswaldense WT and
mutants) were grown in modified flask standard
medium (FSM) as previously described [11]. Cultivation
was performed in 5 L flasks under moderate shaking
(120 rpm) at 28 °C, applying a headspace-to-liquid ratio
of 1:4 with air in the headspace. Under these conditions,
the oxygen concentration in the medium declined with
increasing cell density, thereby reaching microoxic
conditions and inducing magnetosome biosynthesis.
Cells were harvested in the late exponential growth
phase by centrifugation (9000 g, 20 min, 4 °C), and stored
at −20 °C until further use.
Magnetosome isolation. For the isolation of intact mag-
netosomes, a two-step purification procedure consist-
ing of a magnetic separation and a sucrose high-density
ultracentrifugation step was applied [11]. To further re-
move microbial contaminations, magnetosome suspen-
sions were sterile-filtrated as previously described [12]
and adjusted to a final Fe concentrations of 2 mg/mL
(35.7 mmol/L).
Transmission electron microscopy. For TEM analyses,
the respective samples (highly diluted magnetosome sus-
pensions) were directly deposited onto carbon-coated
copper grids (Science Services, Munich, Germany). TEM
was performed on a JEM-1400Plus transmission electron
microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operated with an accel-
eration voltage of 80 kV and the magnetosome core sizes
were measured.
Determination of iron concentrations. Suspensions of
isolated magnetosomes were normalized to their over-
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Figure 1: Acquired example data of a promising and a non-
promising MPS signal response. The promising signal response
shows a single amplitude in time domain (left) and a smooth
signal decay in frequency domain (right). A non-promising
signal response can be identified in time domain by a time de-
layed amplitude or a plateau. In frequency domain this results
in a not smooth frequency decay.

all iron concentration. The iron content (mgFe/mL) was
determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS)
as previously described [11] using a contrAA300 high-
resolution atomic absorption spectrometer (Analytik
Jena, Jena, Germany).

Figure 2: Violin plot of the core size distribution of magne-
tosomes isolated from different M. gryphiswaldense strains as
indicated. Each particle suspension was analyzed by TEM, and
ImageJ software was used to determine the core diameters
(n ≥ 350). The insets show TEM micrographs of a representa-
tive magnetosome particle isolated from the respective strain.

Magnetic particle spectroscopy. The MPI performance
of the synthesized magnetosomes was studied by MPS
measurements. From each batch a 10 µL-sample con-
taining 2 mgFe/mL was measured. For reference, a 10 µL-
sample of pre-clinical MPI tracer perimag (micromod
Partikeltechnologie, Rostock, Germany) (∼19 nm core
diameter) containing the same iron concentration was
used. Utilizing a calibrated custom MPS [13], the samples
were excited with a 20 mT/µ0 drive field at 26.042 kHz.
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Figure 3: MPS measurements of promising magnetosome strains. The time domain signals are shown on the left. In the
middle, the corresponding frequency domain signals, together with an empty measurement are shown. The frequency signals
normalized to perimag are depicted on the right.

The MPS signal responses were evaluated in time do-
main, frequency domain and normalized to the reference
signal response of perimag. The assessment of the MPS
signal responses was carried out visually, taking into ac-
count three factors: First, a similar or better MPS signal
response compared to perimag. In time domain the am-
plitude of the signal responses can be compared and in
the frequency domain, the signal decay can additionally
be considered. Here, a slow signal decay is beneficial.
Second, a single amplitude in time domain without a
plateau. A time-delayed amplitude with a stronger sec-
ond peak can be attributed to agglomeration, where a
certain energy potential is required to change the magne-
tization. At lower drive-field amplitudes this higher and
time-delayed amplitude disappears. The third and last
factor is a smooth signal decay in frequency domain. To
illustrate this behavior, in Figure 1 a measured example
of a promising and a non-promising MPS signal response
is shown.

III. Results
Physicochemical characterization. In Figure 2 the
iron-core size distribution for all isolated magneto-
some samples is shown. Magnetosomes of the mutant
strains ∆mamR, ∆mamJ, and ∆mamF showed simi-
lar or slightly smaller diameters compared to the WT
and are thus above the threshold size for superparam-
agnetism for cubic magnetite particles [14]. In contrast,
the mean core diameter of the∆feoAB1,∆feoAB12,∆Fe4,
and∆mmsF/mamF magnetosome samples were signifi-
cantly smaller than the WT and ranged in the superpara-
magnetic domain size range between 21 to 28 nm. While
there is a weak trend towards lower standard deviations
for samples with small magnetosome core diameters, all
magnetosome types show a rather wide size distribution.
Furthermore, on TEM micrographs for magnetosome
samples being in the ferrimagnetic size range, increased

tendencies to form chains, rings or aggregates were ob-
served, whereas particles in the superparamagnetic size
range appeared to be rather well-dispersed (data not
shown).
Magnetic particle spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows exam-
ples of promising magnetosome samples from strains
∆feoAB1,∆feoAB12,∆Fe4 and the WT. These signal re-
sponses show a single amplitude in time domain, a
smooth signal decay in frequency domain and beside
the WT, they all exceed the MPS signal response of per-
imag. In contrast, magnetosome samples of the∆mamR,
∆mamJ, ∆mmsF/mamF and ∆mamF strains did not
show the desired signal response and were subsequently
not considered further (data not shown).

IV. Discussion and conclusion

Here, we demonstrate that MPS is a reliable tool to ex-
clude unsuitable magnetosomes by examining their mag-
netization signal response. Although the magnetic isola-
tion procedure narrows the particle size distribution [11],
the particles are still polydisperse, which is based on
the biological synthesis since the particles are synthe-
sized gradually and become larger during maturation.
Using MPS measurements we could identify promising
magnetosome types. Thereby, the MPS signal response
increased for ∆Fe4, ∆feoAB12 and ∆feoAB1 magneto-
somes with their increasing core diameter. In conclu-
sion, the synthesis of superparamagnetic magnetosomes
seems to be highly promising for optimized MPI tracers.
According to [2], the mean iron-core diameter of mag-
netosomes from strains∆feoAB1,∆feoAB12,∆Fe4 and
∆mmsF/mamF is in the range of optimal MPI tracers.
∆feoAB1 magnetosomes were identified as perfect can-
didates for further MPI experiments, since their time-
domain amplitude is a factor of 2.99 higher compared to
perimag.
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